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1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known Neuberg-Pedoe inequality is the first inequality involving two triangles [l-5]. 
Yang and Zhang in [6] generalized the Neuberg-Pedoe inequality to R”. Following Yang and 
Zhang, Leng and others have established a number of inequalities for two simplices [7-131. The 
aim of this paper is to establish a new inequality involving medians and volumes of two simplices 
whose form is analogous to the Neuberg-Pedoe inequality. 
We use the following notations throughout this paper. Let R be an n-simplex in R” with ver- 
tices Ao, Al, . . . ,A, (i.e., R = (Ao,. . ,A,)) an d f o vo ume 1 V, and let R, = (Ao, . , Ai-1, Ai+l, 
,A,) be its facet with centroid G,. Let m, = IIAiG,II (i = 0, I,. ,n) be the medians of 0. 
Further, we put A, = n(n + l)/(n(n - 1) + l), pn = (n + 1)4(n ~ 1)/n2(n(n - 1) + 1). 
Our main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let R = (Ao, , A,) and R’ = (AL,. , A$ be two n-simplices with volume V 
and V’ and with medians mo, , m, and m b, , mi, respectively, and let M = C,“=, mf. Then 
For n > 2, equality in (1) holds if and only if R and R’ are regular; for n = 2, equality holds if 
and only if 0 and 0’ are similar. 
In fact, we will establish an inequality more general than (l), as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let R = (Ao, . , An) and 0’ = (Ah,. , AL) be two n-simplices with volume V 
and V’ and with medians mo, . , m, and mb, , ml,, respectively, and let M = x7=“=, rnf, 
M’ = C,“=, m’p. Then 
(2) 
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For n > 2, equality in (2) holds if and only if R and 0’ are regular; for n = 2, equality holds if 
and only if s2 and R’ are similar. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
To prove Theorem 2, we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Let mi(= IIAiGJ) be th e median of R = (Ao, . , A,), a,j = IIA,AJ. Then 
The result of Lemma 1 is well known. For its proof, the reader is referred to [14] 
LEMMA 2. (See [IO].) Let R = (Ao,. ,An) b e an’ n-simplex with volume V, a,j = I(A,A, (1. 
Then 
i-- 1 ,,~,,a~j ‘-n C O<i<j<n a$tn2(n2-l)(&)2’nV4/n. 
For n > 2, equality in (4) holds if and only if R are regular; for n = 2, equality holds in (4). 
LEMMA 3. Let m, be the median of Cl = (Ao, , A,), V the volume of R. Then 
( 1 
ern,Z ‘- X,cmf>p, 12!2 
2/n 
v4’n. 
2=0 i=O ( > nfl 
For n > 2, equality in (5) holds if and only if s1 are regular; for n = 2, equality holds in (5). 
PROOF. Put 
and 
By Lemma 1, we obtain 
em: = TS, 
i=o 
ernf=-$[ (n + 1)2 2 S,” + (n + 1)S2 - 2(n + 1)Sk S, 
GO 2=0 2=0 
= $ 
I 
(n + 1)2 2 S,” - 3(n + 1)S2 
2=0 1 
From the above two equalities and Lemma 2, we derive 
( ) ed 2-hemf= n4(~~~~~+l) [(n+l)S2-nks:] a=0 z=o a=0 
cn + 113 = n4(n(n - 1) + 1) b2 -a&4] 
n!2 2/n 
2&l - 
( > n+l 
VI/n. 
(5) 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Applying Theorem 1 to R and R’, we get 
This implies 
It follows that 
n 
MM’ - A, c (rr~,m’,)~ - 
i=O 
(hfitf’)” - &MM’2 (q&,)’ - ipn ($)“” (V4/nn,lf2 + Vr4/“M2 
2=0 )I 
> ~ & (MM’)” - &MM’ 2 (m~&)~ - (MM1)2 + &It’ 2 m; + ;X,,M’ +: 
2=0 2=0 2=0 I 
Therefore, 
Inequality (2) follows immediately from (6)) as desired. 
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